Estate planning gone wrong: Reducing an accrual claim by establishing a trust

Proper estate planning eliminates a myriad of life’s “what ifs?”. It involves planning well in advance to avoid a lot of uncertainty and unpleasant eventualities. When a couple contemplates getting married, it is inconceivable that a divorce could ensue. However, Statistics South Africa reports that 4 out of 10 marriages end up in divorces in less than 10 years of marriage. It is therefore crucial to have the foresight to avoid an undesired outcome.
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A default marital system in South Africa is a marriage in community of property, which is characterised by the maxim: “what’s yours is mine”, and vice versa. Effectively, upon getting married, spouses share half of each other’s undivided and indivisible estates (i.e. assets and liabilities). Such a marriage may be cumbersome to a spouse who is financially frugal when getting married to a spouse who is financially carefree. This is because the debt of a financially carefree spouse becomes the debt of a financially frugal spouse when they exchange their "I dos".

Estate planning tools such as antenuptial contracts and establishing trusts may be useful to arrange your affairs so that you mitigate risks of financial loss caused by the termination of a marriage (through death or divorce). In certain instances, these tools may prove to be less effective where there is ineffective planning or a lack of proper planning.

An antenuptial contract enables spouses to retain and control their respective estates during the subsistence of their marriage. Furthermore, spouses may opt to include or exclude the accrual system when concluding an antenuptial contract. Where spouses exclude the accrual system, each spouse retains everything they acquired before the marriage is concluded, during the subsistence of the marriage, and upon the termination of the marriage. However, including the accrual system adds a different dimension to the marriage.

Plainly, accrual means growth. The Matrimonial Property Act 84 of 1988 (MPA) describes the accrual system as a system that enables a spouse (or their estate, if they are deceased), whose estate shows less or no accrual in comparison to the other spouse, to acquire a claim against the other spouse (or their estate). A spouse whose estate shows less accrual is entitled to an amount equal to half of the difference between the accrual of the respective estates of the spouses.
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Suppose you and your spouse were married out of community of property subject to the accrual system. As a result of an irretrievable breakdown of the marriage, you later get divorced. Amidst divorce proceedings, you actively reduce the accrual of your estate by donating R2,205,362 to a newly established...
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trust nominating your brother as the sole trustee, and your minor daughter as a sole beneficiary. You further pay R3,377,481 into your father’s bank account as payment of a supposed loan you incurred against your father 25 years ago.

These are the facts of PAF v SCF (788/2020) [2022] ZASCA 101 (PAF v SCF), scantily surmised. This is a Supreme Court of Appeal (SCA) matter handed down on 22 June 2022 in a typically failed estate planning scenario. The wife of the appellant (the respondent) became aware of the two transactions (the donation to a trust and the payment of a supposed loan) by the appellant that ostensibly purported to deprive her of her accrual claim. The respondent then included a counterclaim requesting that the calculation of accrual also consider the value of the two seemingly concocted transactions. The High Court held that the two transactions were made with the “fraudulent intention” of depriving the respondent’s accrual claim. The High Court ordered that the value of the two transactions be deemed to be part of the appellant’s assets to calculate the accrual. The SCA had to consider the validity of the High Court’s decision to include the value of the donation to the trust to be deemed as part of the applicant’s assets when calculating the accrual.

KEY CONSIDERATIONS

The appellant maintained that there was no legal basis for the High Court’s order to include the appellant’s assets in the calculation of the accrual. The High Court considered three propositions:

1. In determining an accrual claim, it is not a matter of discretion but rather a “factual and mathematical basis”.

2. The MPA is silent on which assets do not form part of a spouse’s estate on the basis that it would be “just” to do so.

3. There was no legal basis for an order that assets which did not form part of a spouse’s estate to be deemed to form part of it for purposes of determining the accrual.

Rightly stated, the SCA maintained that an accrual claim only arises at the dissolution of a marriage. However, both spouses acquire a protectable contingent right against each other during the subsistence of the marriage.

A court may enquire into a matter where there is an allegation that one spouse has sought to evade the obligation to pay the accrual claim by transferring assets to a trust to reduce the value of their estate. Just as with the principles of piercing the corporate veil in the realm of company law, the court is empowered to pierce the trust veneer, and order that the value of such assets be considered in calculating the accrual.
In making its decision to include the appellant’s assets when calculating the accrual the court considered the following factors:

- The timing of the creation of the trust and the donation made to it.

Where a founder of a trust transfers ownership of assets or funds to a trust, this can be done by way of a donation (as is the case in *PAF v SCF*) or a loan – the loan account becomes an asset to the founder’s personal estate.

Where the founder donates to a trust, donations tax will be levied against the donor at 20% for any amount in excess of R100,000 per year.

Capital gains tax may also be levied depending on the type of transfer to the trust.

- The trust was established in a different jurisdiction.

- The appellant did not consult the respondent about the creation of the trust.

- There was no immediate need to provide for the maintenance of the child.

The SCA upheld the decision of the High Court. It held that the High Court was correct to go behind the trust form and order that the value of the donation to the trust be considered when calculating the accrual.

**THE FINAL ANALYSIS**

The facts of *PAF v SCF* indicate an epitome of ineffective estate planning. As mentioned previously, proper estate planning involves foresight and proactivity. It is less about spontaneity and being reactive. At the risk of making a far-reaching assumption, it is legally logical that if the appellant played his cards correctly by establishing a trust well in advance during the subsistence of his marriage, he would have substantially reduced the accrual in his estate. Consequently, transferring his assets or funds to the trust, not as a result of the divorce, would have caused the respondent’s accrual claim to be reduced substantially, as nothing would have precluded the appellant, legally or otherwise.

Infective estate planning may yield undesired outcomes. There are numerous estate planning tools which serve different purposes. As seen in *PAF v SCF*, an antenuptial contract or establishing a trust can be beneficial only if these tools are structured timeously and effectively.

Just as you would not allow a random man in the street to take care of your medical affairs, why wing it with your estate affairs?
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